COLLABORATION
IS CULTIVATION

AND SO IS...
Starting a conversation with your neighbour.
Lending your ice-cream maker to your neighbour.
Giving your baby's outgrown clothes to your
neighbourhood’s newest mom. Asking for help.
Hosting a neighbourhood gathering. Baking your
neighbour some cookies. Starting a community
garden. Giving your neighbours Pumpipumpe
stickers. Sharing your yield from your apple tree
with your neighbours. Watering your neighbours
plants while they’re on vacation. Sharing a
vacuum cleaner with your next-door neighbour.
Borrowing your neighbours tent for your camping
trip instead of buying a new one. Using your
building’s public space to benefit the community.
Asking your housing company to support collaborative lifestyle. Start a “sharing shelf” for free
items in your neighbourhood. Having shared facilities. Using the notice board to communicate to
your neighbours. Taking your neighbour’s dog for
a walk for them while they’re gone to work.

www.pumpipumpe.com

Put
this
poster
up on your notice
board or on a visible wall in your building.
Be the activist! Hand it out
to your neighbours as a pamphlet or pass it along to a
friend. Download this poster
yourself and print it off at
home. Visit www.pumpipumpe.
com/tookit for more info.

Take a look around
your
building.
Not
just your apartment but
the rest of the space such as
the hallways, stairwells, or
elevators. These are part of
your home too. Try activating
spaces by decorating an empty spot or starting a “sharing shelf” for free items that
neighbours are wanting to get
rid of. Asking for permission
from your landlord is definitely advised!
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Build on the cultural and social context in order to build
communication
between
neighbours. What are the values, traditions
and rituals? What are the norms you
see and experience around you? Experiment by creating social gatherings
around these aspects, such as neighbourhood flea market, clothing swap or
maybe just a party to get your neighbours talking!
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Collaborate
and
connect
with
other groups. Is there
a tenant association that
could help start a discussion
with neighbours about implementing a shared facilities
area in your building? Items
such as ladders or tools can
be shared instead of everyone owning their own. Use the
support around you and start
campaigning or petitioning!

8.

AN ACTIVIST’S GUIDE
TO CULTIVATING
COLLABORATION IN
NEIGHBOURHOODS

4.

Say hi. It may sound
lame but itjust works!
Start a conversation
with your neighbours by finding something that you may
have common with them. Build
on the information they have
given you. Hint: maybe their
dog, their children, something
they’re wearing ...or just
stick to talking about the
weather!
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Start a visual sharing
board on your mailbox! Get a “Pumpipumpe
sticker set” of household
items that you own and are
willing to lend to neighbours. Stick them on your
mailbox, making it visible
to your neighbours that
you are open for borrowing
and lending. Order online
at www.pumpipumpe.com/

Recognize that
collaboration,
sharing, lending,borrowing or asking for help does not
equate
to
weakness.
Rather,
it
generates social capital,
strengthens relationships, building communities of care. By
bringing sharing and
collaboration to your
neighbourhood you and
your
community
can
benefit personally and
collectively.

3.

Did you know there are
huge environmental
benefits to sharing and
collaboration?
For
example,
sharing household items between
neighbours reduces consumption of
new items which in return saves
resources and waste. Second-hand
and shared items help build an
environmentally conscious relationship to our personal goods.

5.

Let your housing
company or landlord
know about the benefits of collaboration. Send
them a email asking them to
support community development
in your neighbourhood. Maybe
even encourage them to set up
a space for sharing whether
thats a bench in the court
yart or a shelf for borrowing
items.

